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CONTRACTOR ALL-SURFACE ENAMEL
AEROSOL 

Product Numbers: 5809, 5810, 5811, 5812, 5813, 5814, 5815, 5816, 5817, 5818, 5819, 5820

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATION CONT. CAUTIONS
Contractor All-Surface Enamels spraying until only clear gas comes out. CONTAINS KETONES, TOLUENE AND XYLENE.

have superior bonding qualities on a If button becomes clogged, wear eye  EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE. Keep away from heat, 

variety of surfaces. Use on metal, protection, wipe off the button opening sparks and open flame. Vapors will accumulate

wicker, wood, most plastics, and with lacquer thinner - DO NOT stick readily and may ignite explosively. Keep area venti-

masonry. Dries to touch in 25 minutes pin in spray button opening. Dispose in lated during use and until all vapors are gone. DO

and can be handled in 2 to 3 hours. accordance with local, state or NOT SMOKE - Extinguish all flames, pilot lights and

federal regulations. heaters - Turn off stoves, electric tools and appli-

Features: ances, and any other sources of ignition. CON-

  -  Superior coverage NOTE: EZ Touch Fanspray Nozzle TENTS UNDER PRESSURE. Avoid prolonged expo-

  -  Resists rust requires 50% less finger pressure to sure to sunlight or heat from radiators, stoves, hot

  -  Larger, contractor-size can operate than a regular valve. Its fast water and other heat sources that may cause bur-

delivery allows greater coverage with sting. Do not puncture, incinerate, burn or store 

less overspray. Its elongated pattern above 120°F. Keep upright in a cool, dry place. Do

is manipulated like a professional not discard empty can in trash compactor. VAPOR

spray gun. HARMFUL. Use with adequate ventilation. Avoid
continuous breathing of vapor and spray mist. To

SURFACE PREPARATION avoid breathing vapors or spray mist, open win-

WARNING!  If you scrape, sand or CHARACTERISTICS dows and doors or use other means to ensure 

remove old paint, you may release Color:  Red, Blue, Green, Orange, fresh air entry during application and drying. If you

lead dust. LEAD IS TOXIC. Contact Yellow, Almond, Gray, White, Black experience eye watering, headaches or dizziness,

the National Lead Information Hotline increase fresh air or wear respiratory protection

at 1-800-424-LEAD or log onto Coverage:  30 Square Feet (NIOSH approved) or leave the area. Avoid contact

www.epa.gov/lead. Surface must with eyes and skin. Wash hands after using. FIRST

be free of grease, dust, dirt and wax. Drying Time, @ 77°F, 50% RH: AID: In case of eye contact, flush thoroughly with

Remove loose paint from surface. Drying time and recoat times are temp- large amounts of water for 15 minutes and get med-

Scuff sand rusted, glossy or hard erature, humidity, and film thickness ical attention. For skin contact, wash thoroughly

surfaces. dependent. with soap and water. In case of respiratory difficul-
Touch:  25 minutes ty, provide fresh air and call physician. DELAYED

APPLICATION To Handle:  2-3 hours EFFECTS FROM LONG TERM OVEREXPOSURE. 

Product should be sprayed in a well- Recoat: Before 2 hours; after 48 hours Contains solvents which can cause permanent

ventilated area. Use at room temper- brain and nervous system damage. Intentional mis-

ature 70°F for best results. Avoid high Vehicle Type:  Alkyd use by deliberately concentrating and inhaling the
humidity. Shake until ball inside can contents may be harmful or fatal. WARNING: This

breaks loose and rattles. Hold can at Finishes:  Gloss, Flat product contains chemicals known to the State of

top and swing bottom of can in a California to cause cancer and birth defects or 

circle for 3 minutes, making can ball VOC:  60 - 85% other reproductive harm. DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY.

travel around groove of can. Hold KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.

can 6 to 8 inches from surface. Never Volume Solids:  8 - 13%

spray with valve only partly open.
Move can with short 'dusting' strokes, Weight Solids:  14 - 25%

allowing paint to become tacky PERFORMANCE TESTING
between light mist coats. Clean valve Flash Point:   -20°F Technical data furnished herein is accurate and 

by holding can upside down and true to the best of our knowledge. However, no

Gloss (60° Gloss Reading): guarantee of accuracy is expressed or implied. We

Gloss 85+, Flat 0 to 5 assume no responsibility or liability as a result of

purchase, coverage, application or injuries 

resulting in misuse.
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